
EXPLORING POETRY FROM IAMBIC TO INSTAGRAMIC

Feel free to jot any questions or comments in the chat box

While you wait, jot down this link: tinyurl.com/6r2wnc4i
It’s a good safety blanket in case anything strange happens 
tech-wise; it has all our session notes.

If you’re muted . . . that’s normal!  We’ll be using the chat box. 
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3 things you’d 

throw away



3 things that are 

precious to you

3 things you’d 

throw away



Your love

is like 

__________

Because . . .

















“[I love] All 
your curves 
and all 
your edges.”







It's Friday, Friday
Gotta get down 
on Friday
Everybody's 
lookin' forward 
to the weekend, 
weekend



We
We
We

So Excited



We
We
We

So Excited







ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY



ACTIV
ITY

Jane likes to play rugby



ACTIV
ITY

Jane likes to play rugby

Jane likes to throw the 
rugby ball



ACTIV
ITY

Jane likes to play rugby

Jane likes to throw the 
rugby ball

She likes to play rugby, 
that girl, Jane



ACTIV
ITY



What do you do outside of school?

How many siblings do you have?

   How many languages do you speak?

   What is the coolest place you’ve been to?

   Who do you admire?

   What are you good at?

ACTIV
ITY



What do you do outside of school?

How many siblings do you have?

   How many languages do you speak?

   What is the coolest place you’ve been to?

   Who do you admire?

   What are you good at?

ACTIV
ITY



What do you do outside of school?

How many siblings do you have?

   How many languages do you speak?

   What is the coolest place you’ve been to?

   Who do you admire?

   What are you good at?

ACTIV
ITY

















http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJfMQv37PzI


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJfMQv37PzI






http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwCcswN99Ck


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwCcswN99Ck






Looking into the galaxies

I can find anomalies 

Oddities that made me love 

being different

Neutron stars that defy reality

Or planets so large, they 

would use earth as their 

thumbtack. 



Looking into the galaxies

I can find anomalies 

Oddities that made me love 

being different

Neutron stars that defy reality

Or planets so large, they 

would use earth as their 

thumbtack. 



















http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AxFyPYnl0cU






















Shall I 
compare thee to 

a summer’s 
day?







































= word choice



= word choice

What you say



= word choice

What you say How you say it



= word choice

What you say How you say it
vocab



= word choice

What you say How you say it
vocab Lit. devices



Lit. devices



Lit. devices



Lit. devices

metaphors



Lit. devices

similes
metaphors



Lit. devices

imagery
similes

metaphors



Lit. devices

personification

imagery
similes

metaphors



Lit. devices

personification

imagery
similes

metaphorsTHE WORDS DON’T HAVE TO BE 
LONG FOR THE LANGUAGE TO BE 

INTERESTING







= meter



= meter
= emphasis







= speed



= speed
= tempo







= alliteration



= alliteration
= rhyme



= alliteration
= rhyme
= assonance



= alliteration
= rhyme
= assonance
= euphony 



= alliteration
= rhyme
= assonance
= euphony 
=long / short vowels







= dynamics



= dynamics 
= gestures



= dynamics 
= gestures
= facial expression 



= dynamics 
= gestures
= facial expression 
= body language



= dynamics 
= gestures
= facial expression 
= body language

= tone 
of voice







= tone



= tone
= making people
FEEL what you’re
feeling







= clarity / ambiguity



= clarity / ambiguity
= uplifting / critical



= clarity / ambiguity
= uplifting / critical

= personal / political
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3 things 
that are

Perfect or

IMMACULATE



3 things that are 

UNPREDICTABLE OR 

DISAPPOINTING

3 things 
that are

Perfect or

IMMACULATE



MY LIFE

is like 

__________

Because . . .







3 things that are 

messy / crowded



3 things that are 

messy / crowded

3 things that are 

NEAT / PEACEFUL



My mind

is like 

__________

Because . . .







3 things 
you 

Stay away 

from



3 things You would 

sell your soul for

3 things 
you 

Stay away 

from



Your love

is like 

__________

Because . . .







3 things you’d 

throw away



3 things that are 

precious to you

3 things you’d 

throw away



Your love

is like 

__________

Because . . .





3 things that are 

effective / operate 

smoothly

3 things 
that are 

Fast or all 

over the place



My attention span

is like 

__________

Because . . .





3 things that are 

COMFORTING OR 

FIT YOU PERFECTLY

3 things 
that are

Weird or

annoying



MY SIBLING

is like 

__________

Because . . .







3 things 
that are

Perfect or

IMMACULATE



3 things that are 

UNPREDICTABLE OR 

DISAPPOINTING

3 things 
that are

Perfect or

IMMACULATE



MY GRADES

ARE like 

__________

Because . . .





DESCRIBE IT IN A DIFFERENT / 

INTERESTING WAY

CANNOT SAY any of the listed words



DESCRIBE IT IN A DIFFERENT / 

INTERESTING WAY

look sound taste feelsmell

CANNOT SAY any of the listed words





I am cold

frozen

ice

chilly

snow

numb

shiver



Ex: I am hot

steam

fire

Sweat / 
perspire

sun

summer

burn



I am hungry

stomach

growl

starving

food

crave

want



I am head over heels

crush

like

love

adore

amazing

angel







You can’t “see” 
anything



You can’t “see” 
anything

You have to rely 
on other senses



You can’t “see” 
anything

You have to rely 
on other senses

touch

sound

taste

smell



























I’ll give a category 



I’ll give a category Things that are green



I’ll give a category 

List as many items as possible 

Things that are green



I’ll give a category 

List as many items as possible 

Things that are green

As original As possible



I’ll give a category 

List as many items as possible 

Things that are green

As original As possible

As specific As possible



I’ll give a category 

CROSS OUT ANY ITEMS 

THAT ARE THE SAME 

AS SOMEONE ELSE

Things that are green



Things that 

are Cold



Things that 

are round



Things that 

are loud







We will draw 3 
words out of a hat



We will draw 3 
words out of a hat

You have to use all 3 words 
in the scene you write 







I will give you the 
outline of a scene



I will give you the 
outline of a scene

We will draw 3 
words out of a hat



I will give you the 
outline of a scene

We will draw 3 
words out of a hat

You have to use all 3 words 
in the scene you write 









I WILL GIVE YOU A LINE



FIND SYNONYMS FOR EACH 
WORD UNTIL IT ALLITERATES

I WILL GIVE YOU A LINE



FIND SYNONYMS FOR EACH 
WORD UNTIL IT ALLITERATES

DONE? TRY A DIFFERENT LETTER! 
GET AS MANY AS POSSIBLE!

I WILL GIVE YOU A LINE





The man walked down the street



The dude dawdled down the drive



The guy galloped down the gravel





WARNING
IT STILL HAS 

TO MAKE SENSE



WARNING
IT STILL HAS 

TO MAKE SENSE

"They're warm, nice people with big hearts."



WARNING
IT STILL HAS 

TO MAKE SENSE
"They're humid, prepossessing Homo sapiens 

with full-sized aortic pumps."





The man walked down the street



She daintily ate her lunch 



I said I wanted to cautiously go 
further









Groups of 4



Groups of 4

60 seconds



Groups of 4

60 seconds

most rhymes wins









Regretted
said it







Mad fit
Addict







Had it he
mad but he











TONE (EMOTION)

EMPHASIS

PACING (PAUSES)

DYNAMIC (VOLUME)









CHOOSE 4 LINES
OF A SONG



CHOOSE 4 LINES
OF A SONG

PERFORM IT USING YOUR 
FULL RANGE OF MOTION






